CHECKLIST - MCI COMMANDER - WHITE VEST

Take WHITE vest and evidence list of EMS crews
Find Commander of accident - Firefighter

Site security is confirmed by Commander of accident

Inspection of the scene

Call walking patients and entrust them to a layman, give instructions to their sorting

Call dispatch center METHANE I

After the arrival of other EMS crews appoint a Leader of sorting groups - triage officer

Give instructions to create advanced collecting point in collaboration with the Commander of
accident

In cooperation with Commander of accident participate on creation of the command post

After end of sorting call dispatch center METHANE II

Keep track - Keep all evidence lists from officers

After the transportation of the last patient, in cooperation with Commander of accident, terminate
the accident to dispatch centre

CHECKLIST - TRIAGE AREA OFFICER - YELLOW VEST

Take YELLOW vest, sketch sheet and evidence list of sorted (triaged) patients
Pattern of triage is in competence of MCI Commander - perform his instructions

Pay attention to safety on the scene

Setout area for triage crews and determine strategy for sorting

Take sketch of the scene

After end of sorting, report to MCI Commander and submit evidence list of sorted patients
to MCI Commander

Give order to leave all medical stuff to collecting point from sorting EMS crews

CHECKLIST - TREATMENT AREA OFFICER - RED VEST

Take RED vest and evidence list of treated patients
In agreement with MCI Commander establish advanced medical post (personel+material)

Create one collecting point to advanced medical post and work in its entrance (or in red
zone)

Make retriage - use triage tags; or appoint somebody else to do it
Establish leaders of each sectors
Place patients in proper sectors based on retriage
Determine the group leader for transportation of each sector (in collaboration with MCI
commander), if there is enough EMS crews
Keep communication with MCI Commander
Make evidence list of treated patients
Coordinate priorities for transportation with transport leaders of each sectors

CHECKLIST - TRANSPORT OFFICER - BLUE VEST

Take BLUE VEST and take evidence list of transported patients
Keep communication with dispatch center, MCI Commander and officers

Transportation of patients is based on priority and after communication with MCI Commander

According to the situation ask for another EMS crews via dispatch center

Take evidence list of transported patients

Take appropriate part of triage card
Give ongoing informations to MCI Commander

